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a table tennis game inspired by the arcade classics. table tennis 3.0 allows you to play against the computer in single, team or hotshot mode. you can also play against your friends in hotshot mode. the game also includes a training system where you can practice
your game in three different ways (match, stroke and serving). after each training session you can adjust your settings to make them even better. in addition, you can compare your results with your friends. table tennis 2 is a very simple game. you can play one-on-
one or with up to three opponents. you can choose between single, doubles, triples or four-player hotshot mode. the graphics are quite basic but are quite colorful. the sounds are adequate. the controls are simple and easy to understand. table tennis 3 is a very
simple game. you can play one-on-one or with up to three opponents. you can choose between single, doubles, triples or four-player hotshot mode. the graphics are quite basic but are quite colorful. the sounds are adequate. the controls are simple and easy to
understand. table tennis 3 provides a lot of fun. the controls in table tennis 3 are a bit easier than in the previous game. you can move your paddle with the arrow keys on your keyboard. you can also tilt your table to change the direction you are paddling and, of
course, you can change the size of your table. in addition, you can play in a variety of different modes. first, you can play in single, doubles, triples or four-player hotshot mode. in addition, you can choose between table tennis, ping-pong, squash and tennis.
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